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WED31MAY - FRI02JUN
Divided @ CAMDEN PEOPLE’S THEATRE
21:00 (£12 / £10)
Three women, one voice. A solo performance inspired by real life
case studies of domestic violence, Divided merges three South Asian
female perspectives of westernised integration and eastern traditions.
Divided is inspired by real life case studies of domestic violence and
segregation. As three different characters explore integration into an
unknown territory, flat representations of femininity are challenged by
understanding westernisation from a South Asian perspective. Divided uses
different music styles and genres, to illustrate the perplexity of integration
into the West.

THU01JUN
MARYSIA LEWANDOWSKA: WOMEN’S AUDIO ARCHIVE @
WHITECHAPEL GALLERY
19:00 (£9.50 / £4.75)
Between 1985 and 1990, London based artist Marysia Lewandowska
recorded over 200 hours of audio with artists and academics, ranging from
private conversations to public events. The Women’s Audio Archive began
life as a fictional institute, invented as a way of approaching key female
figures in the arts, becoming a valuable reflection of their politics and ethics.
Revisiting the interview as a methodology, for this event Lewandowska is
in conversation with artist Rosalie Schweiker concerned with feminist art
practices across generations, including an introduction to the project and
the Q&A: Artists in Conversation exhibition by its curator Nayia Yiakoumaki.

THU01JUN
FEMINIST SCI-FI BOOK ClLUB #1: WOMAN ON THE EDGE OF TIME @
HOUSEMANS RADICAL BOOKSELLERS
19:00 – 21:00
Genderless societies, anarchist planets, polyamorous aliens,
parthenogenesis, feminist militias, reproductive dystopias, cyborg families,
and more at the new Housmans Feminist Sci-Fi Book Club. All genders
welcome. Please bring drinks or snacks to share.
For our first meeting we’ll be reading a classic by Marge Piercy, ‘Woman on
the Edge of Time’.

THU01JUN – SUN09JUL
ZABLUDOWICZ COLLECTION INVITES: BEA BONAFINI @
ZABLUDOWICZ
Through the production of colourful and sensuous objects and
environments, London-based Italian artist Bea Bonafini explores how
images and material can suggest an intimate connection between people.
Testing the notion of comfort, her installations and performances operate
on the boundary between functionality and the aesthetic. Bonafini stretches
familiar forms to make welcoming spaces suddenly feel uneasy, as if one is
being consumed by rich decorative surfaces and layers of history.

THU01JUN
QUEER ART: THEN AND NOW
@ BETHNAL GREEN WORKING MENS CLUB
19:00 – 21:00 (£25)
What exactly do we mean by queer art? Is it art made by gay, lesbian and
transgender artists? Or is it work that challenges those labels and political
agendas? Does queer art begin in the 1980s with AIDS activist artists’ groups
like Gran Fury or should artists from the 19th, 18th and 17th centuries be
included?

FRI02JUN – MON31JUL
31 WOMEN @ BREESE LITTLE
PV THU01JUN 18:00 – 21:00
31 Women channels the pioneering spirit of the exhibition at Peggy
Guggenheim’s New York gallery in 1943. Featuring artists within
Guggenheim’s circle, 31 Women will combine work by successive
generations of practitioners from the 1940s to the present day.

FRI02JUN - SUN04JUN
I/MAGES OF TOMORROW ANTI-CONFERENCE @ GOLDSMITHS
UNIVERSITY
I/Mages of Tomorrow invites activists, artists, academics, film-makers,
community organisers, scientists and tech-creators to consider what can be
achieved when we come together as people of colour, as black and brown
bodies, as queer, trans and non-binary voices and do not only talk about
whiteness, patriarchy, islamaphobia, racism, or homophobia. Blackness will
be explored not only in the diasporic context, in which it operates almost
always in the position of minority, but from the perspective of majority
narratives from geopolitical and geographical locations in which whiteness is
not the normalised, de-politicised default.

FRI02JUN – SAT03JUN
RETRO(PER)SPECTIVE | LONDON @ QUEEN MARY UNIVERSITY OF
LONDON
20:00 (£12 / £8)
Split Britches’ greatest hits medley Retro(per)spective comes to London on
June 2nd and 3rd as part of Peopling the Palace’s at Queen Mary University
of London!

FRI02JUN
AFTERTOUCH W/ B.YHZZ / KRY / NIKU / SHAYSHAY / J.ARIA / LEWIS G
BURTON + MORE @ VFD
22:00 – 3:00 (£6)
‘Round 3 of our nonsensical AfterTouch situations.
FYI this time we’re packed with sweat, molten lava, tears + other bodily
fluids.
more visceral club music and experimental east-london drag than you can
shake a fiery hot poker at.’

FRI02JUN
GIRL POWER @ DULWICH PICTURE GALLERY10:00–17:00 (£5)
Explore the lives of powerful women and girls from all walks of life! Taking
inspiration from the radical Vanessa Bell and Patti Smith, make your creative
contribution to our wall of inspiring women, and take part in interactive
storytelling sessions about the lives of role models including Amelia Earhart
and Malala Yousafzai.

FRI02JUN
PAVILLION LATES: WOMEN’S LIVES MADE ART @ DULWICH PICTURE
GALLERY
18:00–22:00
To mark the closing weekend of Vanessa Bell and Patti Smith, grab a drink
and explore the many ways that women’s art has reflected, revealed and
politicised their private lives and experiences.
Joining us in the pavilion will be Man Booker shortlisted author Deborah
Levy; Eliza Gluckman, curator of one of Europe’s most significant collection
of works by female artists; director, writer and dramaturg Uzma Hameed
and Catherine McCormack, art historian, lecturer and writer.

FRI02JUN
THE BATTLE FOR REPRESENTATION: THE DAUGHTERS OF THE
DUST @ THE BARBICAN CENTRE
18:30–20:30 (£10.50/£9.50)
Cited as a major influence on Beyoncé’s Lemonade album, this spellbinding
feature by director Julie Dash follows the Gullah community living on Ibo
Landing, an island off of the coast of South Carolina, as they struggle to
preserve their identity at the turn of the twentieth century.

FRI02JUN – TUE19SEP
GAY UK: LOVE, LAW AND LIBERTY @ THE BRITISH LIBRARY
From the trial of Oscar Wilde to the Same Sex Marriage Act, through
personal testimony, public protest, art and culture. Explore original
manuscripts, rare printed items, oral history recordings and campaign
material from the Library’s collection.
50 years after the Sexual Offences act partially decriminalised
homosexuality, how has legislation become the foundation from which
distinct gay identities have emerged? #BLGayUK

SAT03JUN
OXYTOCIN: BIRTHING THE WORLD @ ROYAL COLLEGE OF ART
10:00 - 18:00 (£24/£22/£12/£10)
A symposium and programme of performances about women, carers,
mother art, maternal health and wellbeing. Supported by LADA and under
the umbrella of the Procreate Project, Oxytocin - birthing the world, is an
international research and community event focused on mothers and
carers.

SAT03JUN
RECLAIMING THE GAZE: SHORTS PROGRAMME + DISCUSSION @BFI
14:30 (£6.50)
Join gal-dem magazine for a special season introduction delving into the
history, craft and unique visual quality behind images of the black feminine.
With early narrative work from Julie Dash, a rich archival documentary about
about Stonewall uprising hero Stormé DeLarverie and fearlessly bold work
from Ngozi Onwurah, this event uncovers the imprint made by black women
filmmakers and will inspire you to explore the rest of our Unbound season.

SAT03JUN
DUCKIE FAMILY: FILMS @ RICH MIX
20:00 (£10.50/£4.00)
#DuckieFamily screens new QTIPOC films inspired by the theme of Carnival
to celebrate the representation and stories of the sexuality of QTIPOC in
all our bacchanalian and decadent glory. The three films are followed by
a panel discussion with filmmakers Shine Louise Houston (Pink and White
Productions), Claire Kurylowski (kuntinuum), performer Sadie Sinner (The
Cocoa Butter Club), and fine art photographer Ajamu.

SAT03JUN
FROM THEN TO NOW: CONTEMPORARY ARTISTIC PERSPECTIVES ON
MAKING QUEER VISIBLE @ TATE BRITAIN
10.00–18.00 (£20/£25)
In conjunction with the Queer British Art, 1861-1967 exhibition, this
conference looks at the push for greater LGBTQ+ visibility that emerged
within Britain’s creative community following the partial decriminalisation of
male homosexuality in England and Wales on 27 July 1967. Artists, activists
and creative practitioners will discuss the ways in which artists and curators
represent and articulate queer identities, communal spaces and the impact
of regeneration, mainstreaming and the commodification of queer culture.

SAT03JUN – SUN04JUN
PERFORMING OBJECTS @ KUNSTRAUM
Saturday 3 June, 6 – 9pm: Screening night and performance
Sunday 4 June, 2pm: Symposium
Anna Franceschini and Zoe Williams in conversation, 2 – 3 pm
Iain Hamilton Grant and Maria Walsh in conversation , 3 – 4 pm
Symposium places are limited – rsvp@kunstraum.org.uk
Each of the selected videos present forms that fuse, melt, re-form, move,
fluctuate, disappear and influence one another in rich and evocative
visual spectacles, communicating their potential as aesthetic artefacts and
illustrating the kind of complex dynamics described by Harman, whereby
the human presence is absent, or at the boundary of being superfluous.
Such interest in the hidden realm of objects is approached in Performing
Objects with a view to developing a broader sense of objecthood and a retheorization of the human body at the same time.

SUN04JUN
TRICYCLIC TRANSFORM @ NEW STEINE HOTEL, BRIGHTON
17:00 (£10)
Solo musical cabaret exploring genderqueer identity with songs and drag.
Miss Liliane, “biologically-challenged drag-queen”, has penis envy and that
makes her slightly unhinged! Join them round the gender wheel as they
try on alternate personas by performing iconic torch songs. From heartwrenching Jazz diva standards to the p***ed-off ladies of gritty Blues and
Brecht. From the broken men protest songs of Johnny Cash, Scott Walker
and Jacques Brel, to the empowering queer anthems of Marc Almond and
Boy George, with sprinkles of ‘Victor Victoria’ and ‘La Cage aux Folles’.

MON05JUN
ART AND VULNERABILITY: BREXIT, MIGRATION AND QUEER
DIASPORAS @ UCL
20:00 – 21:00
Presentation of works and projects by Katarzyna Perlak.
Is Brexit going to change the artistic Eastern-European landscapes in the
UK? Discussion: Uta Staiger, UCL European Institute with Richard Mole and
Urszula Chowaniec.
Registration is free but essential, please register via Eventbrite.
This event is part of the UCL Festival of Culture, gender/queer and art/lit/film
in the other europe event series.

TUE06JUN - SAT17JUN
PONYBOY CURTIS PRESENTS: VS. @ THE YARD
20:30 (£17.00/ £15.00)
While the world appeared to fall around us, the Ponyboys were falling into
each other. Colliding, kissing, tattooing themselves. So we’ve invited them
back again. vs. is Ponyboy’s most ambitious project to date. This time, their
signature blend of revolutionary horseplay and boy-on-boy romance is
tangling up with a cultural icon — Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring — to conjure an
unconstrained love poem to the feral city and the queerness of the ground
beneath our feet. We know just enough about it to know that we don’t know
what to expect.

WED07JUN – MON19JUN
PEOPLING THE PALACE. FESTIVAL 2017
@ QUEEN MARY UNIVERSITY OF LONDON
From the 7th - 19th of June, QMUL will be a hosting a range of events
for Peopling the Palace(s) festival. Peopling the Palace is a collaboration
between staff and students in the Drama, Film and Geography Departments
and the Media Arts Technology Program at Queen Mary, University of
London and the Live Art Development Agency. Produced by the AiR Project
and funded by the Centre for Public Engagement, Queen Mary University of
London.

WED07JUN
A VERY SPECIAL EDITION SLEAZE @ MOTH CLUB
19:00 – 00:00 (£5)
For those who are brand new to Sleaze (and if so you were almost way
too late babez) it is a Wild Cabaret Gameshow with lots of Shocking & Fun
Cabaret Acts, GoGo Dancing, Games, Trivia Quizzes, Spin-the-Bottle, Raffle
and Prizes!!!! All in the name of Freedom & Silliness!! We Have a Lot of Love
to Give & We Wanna Give it To You!!!!!

THU08JUN
WE, OBJECT - GENERAL ELECTION SPECIAL
@ LADYWELL CORONERS COURT
19:30 – 23:00 (£5)
We are fed up. With the world, with politics, with London, with housing,
with Katie effing Hopkins. So we want to go back to simpler times, to a time
of not caring that our shows had no through line, a time before funding
applications, before scenery, to a time of mismatching trainers....
For one night only, Figs in Wigs return with their 2012 smash hit We, Object.
A stupid comedy about feminism, this show is NOT about small things.

THU08JUN - SUN10SEP
GRAYSON PERRY: THE MOST POPULAR ART EXHIBITION EVER!
@ SERPENTINE GALLERY
This summer Grayson Perry, one of the most astute commentators on
contemporary society and culture, will present a major exhibition of new
work. The works will touch on many themes including popularity and art,
masculinity and the current cultural landscape.

THU08JUN
QUEERING THE MUSEUM @ WATERSTONES GOWER STREET
17:15-19:15
What role can museums play in challenging mainstream understandings of
gender and sexuality? What would it mean to cast a queer eye over history
and heritage? This panel session, coordinated by qUCL, brings together
researchers, authors and curators to reflect on recent exhibitions and
displays in London that have taken LGBTQ identities, desires and histories
as their focus.

THU08JUN – THU22JUN
CYBORGIA MANIFESTO @ JOSEPH FINE ART
PV THU8JUN 19:00 – 22:00
Cyborgia Manifesto - flesh meets machine, painting meets performance and
minds meet minds
Cyborgia Manifesto is an exhibition of provocative paintings but it’s also
much more. Outside the gallery a live action, real-time, performance event
will take place, incorporating dance, music and
robotic interaction for gallery visitors, the general public, and an online,
interactive audience.

FRI09JUN
JON SAVAGE: 1967 A SUMMER OF LOVE? @ THE BRITISH LIBRARY
19:00 – 20:30 (£10)
In July 1967, with the counter culture flourishing, attitudes loosening and
A Whiter Shade of Pale and All You Need is Love topping the charts, a bill
to legalise homosexuality passed through its final stages in the House of
Commons after a hot all-night debate. A few days later a Legalise Pot Rally
was held in Hyde Park featuring Allen Ginsberg. Jon Savage is a writer,
broadcaster and film maker. He is the author of 1966: The Year the Decade
Exploded, England’s Dreaming:The Sex Pistols and Punk Rock and many
other books
FRI09JUN – SUN18JUN
#2DEGREES FESTIVAL @ TOYNBEE STUDIOS AND VARIOUS VENUES
Artsadmin’s biennial festival of art and climate change returns for the fifth
time this Summer.
2 Degrees Festival gives us the urgent reminder that what we do individually
and collectively today, will have a global impact on tomorrow.

FRI09JUN
1967: A SEXUAL REVOLUTION? @ UCL
18:00-21:00
‘1967: A Sexual Revolution?’ seeks to celebrate the achievements of the
equality agenda over the past 50 years but also to explore important
existential questions LGBT people and women may now face in a changing
political world.

FRI09JUN
QUEER AND TRANS WRITING @ GOLDSMITHS
17:00-19:30
Free public event showcasing queer and trans writing at the intersection of
poetry, fiction, nonfiction, and performance art. All welcome.
The event will be chaired by Nazmia Jamal.

FRI09JUN
WORKS IN PROGRESS: DENIM @ HACKNEY ATTIC
19:30 (£5)
It’s pop in a dazzling new costume. It’s drag as you’ve never experienced
before. Drag supergroup Denim are hitting Edinburgh on their one-stop
world tour. Revel in Denim’s unique brand of explosive pop in their hotly
anticipated Edinburgh debut. Join Denim as they give back to their billions of
fans.

FRIDAY 09 JUNE
BRICK BY BRICK: WOMEN OF THE LA REBELLION @ BFI
18:15 (£12.10/£8.80)
In the shadow of the Watts uprisings and the civil rights and anti-Vietnam
war movements, a band of young filmmakers referred to as the ‘LA
Rebellion’ revitalised America’s cinematic landscape with radical black
aesthetics, an unflinching feminist sensibility and iconography from the
African diaspora.

FRI09JUN
THE PERFORMANCE OF PROTEST: A PANEL ON VISUAL CULTURE
AND AESTHETICS @ ICA
16:00
This panel discussion focusses on the relationship between art, protest
and performance. This panel brings together artists/practitioners and
academics to discuss the performance of protest in contentious politics.
Whilst panelists will discuss Turkey and the Gezi Park protests in particular it
will other explore manifestations of the performance of protest around the
world.

FRI09JUN
DANIEL LISMORE IN CONVERSATION WITH HILARY ALEXANDER OBE
@ V&A
19:00–20:00 (£10/ £7)
Daniel Lismore is known for elaborate and extravagant ensembles that
brilliantly combine haute couture with charity-shop finds, yards of vintage
fabric, found objects, ribbons, feathers, chain mail, jewellery, millinery and
more in a unique expression of eccentric, creative energy. To celebrate
the publication of his first book, Daniel Lismore will be in conversation
with eminent fashion editor Hilary Alexander to discuss his own wildly
imaginative sense of style plus, more generally, the subject of personal
identity and style today.

SAT10JUN
QUEER FUN – AN IVORY-TOWER VAUDEVILLE @ ROYAL VAUXHALL
TAVERN
15:00 – 19:00 (£11)
Duckie and Queen Mary University of London invite you to an afternoon of
chin-scratching and high-kicking, during which having fun is to be taken very,
very seriously indeed.
Join performers, researchers and punters for a half-day event, programmed
by Ben Walters, exploring whether some forms of enjoyment can be
considered properly queer and how they might shape the world.

SAT10JUN
STILL I RISE: HIP HOP, FEMINISM & POETRY @ KINGS PLACE
19:00–20:30 (FREE)
Poet in the City Producers Present...
How are spoken word and rap changing the debate about feminism?
We bring together some of London’s most exciting lyricists for an evening of
performance and discussion.

SAT10JUN
THE WHITE PUBE PRESENT NANNY CAM (LONDON) @ THE WHITE
BUILDING
19:00–21:00
Film screening of works by artists without a degree in Fine Art curated by
The White Pube.
Featuring artists: Aaqib Hussain // Amartey Golding // Amelia Shivani
Hassard // Anisa Jackson // Benjie Cluness // Damo Mac // Deborah Findlater
//Freya E. Morris // GIANT BOMB // Golden Harvest Industries - Mineshaft
Cruise Dept. // Herb Shellenberger // James St.Findlay // linze_911 // Odira
Morewabone // Oliver Matich // Ross Hunter // Sharon Lam // Stephanie
Sant // Victoria Harrell.
The White Pube is an art criticism website and research project by Zarina
Muhammad and Gabrielle de la Puente, based at thewhitepube.com and on
Twitter and Instagram as @thewhitepube.
SAT10JUN
WATCHING U / WATCH ME @ LIMEWHARF
19:30–22:00 (£12.50)
A (New) Performance by Alok Vaid-Menon. Opener: Travis Alabanza
“Capturing Hate,” a recent investigative report, analyzed eyewitness videos
of anti-trans violence filmed as entertainment. The 329 videos they review
have been viewed 89,233,760 times -- they are so popular, in fact, that
companies sponsor branded content on them to sell products.
We must ask: from the cinema to the street, do transfeminine people matter
beyond our entertainment value?

SAT10JUN
TONGUES UNTIED - A MARLON RIGGS RETROSPECTIVE
@ BERNIE GRANT CENTRE
19:30 (£7.88)
Marlon Riggs celebrates black men loving black men as a revolutionary act in
this groundbreaking 1989 semi-documentary.

SAT10JUN
EEFF NEW QUEER VISIONS: SIGN OF THE TIMES @ RIO CINEMA
15:45 (£11.50/£7.50)
A series of short films celebrating d/Deaf queer stories, experiences, lives
and loves. All films will be screened with HOH subtitles. Full line-up to follow
up shortly.

SUN11JUN
OCCUPYING SPACE x ANTIUNIVERSITY NOW @ LUX MOVING IMAGE
15:00–18:00
This curated screening event will be showing a number of films from the
Cinenova feminist moving image collection that deal with different aspects
of Space. The programme will include films around race, identity, sexuality,
gender, and ideas such as having a space in history; interior and exteriors;
occupying space; and the public and private. The full programme will be
released soon.

MON12JUN
BODIES, PHOTOGRAPHY AND POWER- ANTIUNIVERSITY NOW
@ CONWAY HALL
19:00–21:30
This workshop combines short practical photography exercises with
reflective discussion on the themes: bodies, photography and power. All
exercises can be done with any kind of camera (including smartphones).

TUE13JUN – FRI28JUL
FRANCISCO COPELLO: MI ARTE ES MI CUERPO (MY ART IS MY BODY)
@ CECILIA BRUNSON PROJECTS
Combining photographs and collages, the works span over three decades.
Central to all of the works is Copello himself – whether capturing previous
performance pieces in the elaborate collages or using himself as the subject.
He embodied the concept of what he described as ‘living art’. Within the
depictions, the artist explores a multitude of complex issues, ranging from
sexual ambiguity and identity, to national identity. While some close-up self
portraits are immediately reminiscent of Duchamp’s ‘Rrose Sélavy’, others
have a more political agenda. The series of black and white photographs of
the artist dancing with the Chilean flag are haunting images that remind the
viewer of the artist’s exile from his homeland.

TUE13JUN
QUEER: A HISTORY OF THEORY AND CULTURE @ THE BRITISH
LIBRARY
19:15 – 20:30
What have the last 50 years meant for LGBTQ studies and culture? Mandy
Merck, Royal Holloway and James Agar, UCL, discuss the rise of queer
theory, its expressions in culture and film, and the social and personal
structures it challenges.

TUE13JUN
OPENING NIGHT: THE ORIGIN OF ORIGINS @ RICH MIX
19:30
Join musicians, performers, artists and thinkers from around the world
for an evening of ceremony, art and music, as we open the 2017 ORIGINS
Festival. An unmissable evening begins with a traditional Ava Ceremony
from Samoa, traditional and less traditional music, and exciting previews of
this year’s programme.

WED14JUN + THU15JUN + FRI30JUN
ORLANDO: THE QUEER ELEMENT @ BFI
19:00 (£15)
A live cinema event inspired by Virginia Woolf’s novel Orlando and its 1992
film adaptation.
Clay & Diamonds, the BFI, and the National Trust, with funding from the
Wellcome Trust, present ‘Orlando: The Queer Element’. This live cinema
event is inspired by Virginia Woolf’s novel Orlando and the 1992 film of
the same name. Follow Orlando’s journey through history, exploring the
instabilities of ‘sex’ and ‘gender’.
WED14JUN
TECHNOLOGY NOW: AUTOMATED EMOTION @ ICA
18:30 (£5.00/£3.00)
Artists Erica Scourti and Oreet Ashery are joined by writer and curator
Nora Khan for a discussion of their work and ideas relating to automated
emotion. The panel explore questions regarding the increased automation
of intangible human qualities such as friendship, empathy and care, in
a networked world in which care services are frequently replaced with
online interactions. The work of these practitioners navigates territory such
as digital and emerging technologies of dying, social networks, artificial
intelligence, gender and love.

THU15JUN
SLIPPAGES AND WATER MATTERS: THE INHERITANCES OF THE
LAURIE GROVE BATHS @ LG03, LAURIE GROVE BATHS
The Feminist Methods Master Class, Les Back, Sophie Watson and Alison
Rooke discuss the slippery qualities of the Laurie Grove Baths’ inheritances.
Slippages and Water Matters is an exhibition opening with panel discussion
followed by drinks and snacks. It marks the launch of Water Cultures - a
series of public work on the urban sociology of water, organised by the
Centre for Urban and Community Research. Slippages is an exhibition cocurated by the Feminist Methods Masterclass. It features work by Katerina
Athanasopoulou, Yani B, Ama Josephine Budge, Hari Byles, Clare Daly, Chloe
Turner, and Santiago Rivas.

THU15JUN
SKIN DEEP: POC RESISTANCE –STORIES OF CLIMATE JUSTICE
@ TOYNBEE STUDIOS
19:30 (£5)
Weaving together music, videos, sound, art, and poetry, we will look at why
race, gender, ancestral knowledge and colonial histories should be at the
centre of the climate justice movement.
This is a collaborative event created by Skin Deep, Voices That Shake,
Platform and Virtual Migrants.

THU15JUN
ANTIUNIVERSITY: UNCOMFORTABLE TOURS @ TATE BRITIAN
16:30–19:30
Our tours will focus on how major institutions like the National Gallery and
Tate Britain came into being against a backdrop of imperialism. In each one
hour tour, we’ll unravel the role colonialism played in shaping and funding
these collections, looking at the broader material history of celebrated
works. The history of British art is also the history of empire and genocide,
written by collectors who traded in landscapes and lives. There are bloody
handprints on the gallery walls, and the bodies of slaves and colonised
peoples in the foundations.

FRI16JUN – FRI23JUL
TRANS PRIDE SUMMER SEASON @ MARLBOROUGH THEATRE
(BRIGHTON)
Join us for a month of performance by trans & non-binary artists in the lead
up to the 5th Trans Pride Brighton.
Featuring: Cassils / Alok Vaid-Menon / Trans Pride Art Night Punk Band
Project / Phoenix Thomas / Charlie Craggs Emma Frankland / LGBTQ
History Club

FRI16JUN
C O V E N: DIAMOND UNDERDOGS @ THE UNDERDOG GALLERY
20:30–1:00 (£15)
Expect a gory, glittering, magickal array of performance artists and
otherworldly creatures, from the underground to the internationally
acclaimed, from ritual to fetish to gorelesque, all housed within the artdaubed walls of one of London’s most successful venues, The Underdog
Gallery.

SAT17JUN
EEFF NEW QUEER VISIONS: TWO’S COMPANY @ RIO CINEMA
13:15 (£10.00/£9.00)
Bystander, witness, enabler - or just in the right place at the wrong time?
Queer eyes venture beyond the sidelines to set things straight in these
eclectic stories from around the world.

SAT17JUN – SUN18JUN
KING’S SUMMER WEEKEND WITH TATE BRITAIN: QUEER BRITISH ART
@ KING’S COLLEGE LONDON AND TATE BRITAIN
10:00-15:00 (£160)
Celebrating the 50th anniversary of the decriminalisation of homosexuality
in Britain and Tate Britain’s ground-breaking exhibition ‘Queer British Art,
1861-1967’, King’s College London invites you to join a summer weekend to
appreciate Britain’s rich heritage and present in queer art.
Join us onsite at Tate Britain and at King’s College London’s Strand Campus
to find out more about queer British art, and how queer visual culture
evolved after legalisation in 1967.

SAT17JUN – SUN18JUN
G_URL @ NOBLE STUDIOS
PV FRI16JUN 18.00-22.00
g_URL invites you to their first exhibition at Noble Studios, London.
g_URL’s first show will be a multimedia, multi-sensory exhibition in
collaboration with emerging, female-identifying artists who incorporate
technology into their artistic practice.
g_URL will explore notions of virtuality and the hyper-self, the blurring
of boundaries between online and offline space, and the production and
representation of female identity within the context of the internet.

MON19JUN
BIGS EVENT: ‘WE CAN’T LIVE TOGETHER LIKE THOSE FAGGOTS’.
CINEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF QUEER MIGRANTS FROM MUSLIMMAJORITY COUNTRIES LIVING IN EUROPE @ BIRKBECK
18:00-19:00
Muslim immigrants play a central role in the debates about national
identity, cultural belonging, and alterity. In these debates, sexuality, and
especially homosexuality, is used to promote a representation of Islam as
inherently homophobic. In this ideological context, queer migrants occupy
an intersectional social location between Islamophobia and homophobia. In
this paper we analyze the cinematic representation of queer migrants living
in Europe coming from Asian Muslim-majority countries. The aim of the
paper is to analyze whether the films reproduce a Western “gay narrative” or
propose others of sexual and gender diversity.

MON19JUN – WED21JUN
GIVING LIFE TO POLITICS: THE WORK OF ADRIANA CAVARERO
@ UNIVERSITY OF BRIGHTON
CONFERENCE FEE: £200 / £100
Keynote Speakers: Adriana Cavarero; Judith Butler; Bonnie Honig.
Adriana Cavarero has been at the forefront of continental feminist
philosophy for the past four decades. She works at the interstices of sexual
difference theory, post-structuralism, political philosophy, literature and
classical thought. Her books have addressed a range of themes, including
feminist political philosophy narratively, the voice and vocality and
contemporary forms of violence. Common to all of Cavarero’s work is a
concern with uniqueness, an insistence on the vulnerability of the human
condition and a careful critique of western metaphysics.

WED21JUN
PSYCHOANALYSIS, GENDER AND POST-COLONIALITY: RANJANA
KHANNA AND MEYDA YEGENOGLOU IN CONVERSATION @ BIRKBECK
18:00-20:00
Two of the most critical and influential authors within the psychosocial field
will join us in Birkbeck to discuss the challenges and critical potential of the
intersections of psychoanalytic theory, gender and post-coloniality in order
to understand, resist and transform contemporary forms of violence, power
and exclusion.

THU22JUN
MARICUMBIA PRESENTS: NO BORDERS PARTY // SOLIDARITY W/
KELECHI @ DIY SPACE FOR LONDON
19:00–23:00 (FREE - £10)
QTIPOC fam!!! Allies!!! Amigxs!!!
A member of our community needs our help! SO WE’RE HAVING A FIESTA
Come on down to DSFL on the 22nd June for:
QTIPOC PERFORMANCES: spoken word, performance art, music
QTIPOC DJ TALENT
BOOTSALE
AUCTION: brand new instruments, classes, more TBA

MON22JUN – SUN10SEP
THE PLACE IS HERE @ SOUTH LONDON GALLERY
The Place is Here presents work by over twenty black artists and collectives
working in 1980s Britain. Shown across the South London Gallery
and Middlesborough Institute of Modern Art, the exhibition spans painting,
film, photography and archival material from this pivotal decade in British
culture and politics.

THU22JUN – MON25JUN
BEING RUBY RICH @ BARBICAN CINEMA, CINEMA 2
Barbican Cinema, in collaboration with Club des Femmes and in association
with Birkbeck College, is delighted to announce Being Ruby Rich - a unique
series of screenings and events hosted by the acclaimed feminist writer,
critic and academic B. Ruby Rich.
Author of the seminal New Queer Cinema: The Director’s Cut, Rich has
always been a respected cinematic voice unafraid to challenge, celebrate
and provoke debate around the representation of women and new queer
identity on screen. The season includes the London premiere of Yance
Ford’s acclaimed new documentary Strong Island, panel discussions, plus a
keynote speech from B. Ruby Rich herself.

THU22JUN – SAT24JUN
FEMINIST EMERGENCY - INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE @ BIRKBECK
22ND June 18:00- 24th June 20:00 (£30/ £100/ £130)
This major international feminist Conference emerges out of a shared
sense that feminism today is confronted with a set of acute challenges to
which it urgently needs to bring new resources and critical insight. Opening
and closing the conference with poetry and literary readings by renowned
creative writers from across the globe, our aim is to demonstrate the central
role of cultural expression in representing, illuminating and resisting this
new climate in which women find themselves today.

FRI23JUN
SCI/FILM SCREENING: THE DEVELOPMENT OF GENDER
@ BIRKBECK CINEMA
18:00-21:00
This Sci/Film screening will focus on the fascinating question of sex and
gender as social categories and how transgenderism is portrayed in
the movies. Alain Berliner’s beautiful and life-affirming film, Ma Vie en
Rose (1997) follows young Ludovic as she comes out to her family as a
transgender girl and tries to overcomes the obstacles this creates in her
repressed French suburb.

FRI23JUN
AUNTIE @ HACKNEY ATTIC
19:30 (£5)
Introducing AUNTIE; Nollywood meets Hyacinth Bucket via the fictional
pan-African nation of Kengeria. Auntie vocalises her disdain for tracksuits
and chicken shops, which are far from her ‘Ey! Ey!’ glossy mag dreams of
sipping champagne in Buckingham Palace. Mtoto, her gay, mixed-race son
throws razor-sharp shade, exposing her bigoted and hypocritical views
with a ferocity that rivals the drag queens of Ru Paul’s Drag Race. This fresh
new comedy explores the poignant issues of immigration, post-colonialism,
gentrification, and of course, worship!

SAT24JUN
LONDON RADICAL BOOKFAIR 2017 @ GOLDSMITH UNIVERSITY
12:00–18:00
With over 130 exhibitors and 20 guest speakers, this will be a unique
gathering of progressive readers, thinkers and doers, in a celebration of
radical publishing and politics.
The free event is organised by the Alliance of Radical Booksellers (ARB),
which formed in 2011 to raise awareness of the radical book trade. The
fair provides an annual opportunity to bring Britain’s radical booksellers
together to meet in person with publishers and the reading public.

MON26JUN
URSULA MARTINEZ: FREE ADMISSION @ SOHO THEATRE
19:00 (£15.00/£10.00)
The Olivier Award-winning performance provocateur is back on her dirty
soap box. Following on from the success of My Stories, Your Emails, Olivier
Award-winning performance provocateur Ursula Martinez is back on
her dirty soapbox. In the current social-media obsessed climate of selfpromotion, Martinez brings her unique style of positive self-deprecation,
baring her soul (and possibly more), in an attempt to understand the
absurdity of modern living. A show that celebrates the inconsistencies and
contradictions that make us human, whilst having a dig at some of the mess
that is of our own making.

WED28JUN – SUN17SEP
DREAMERS AWAKE @ WHITE CUBE, BERMONDSEY
PV TUE27JUN 18:00 – 20:00
This thematic exhibition brings together over 100 works by women artists
to explore sexual politics, eroticism, mysticism and identity. Rarely seen
paintings by key figures associated with the original Surrealist movement,
such as Eileen Agar and Leonora Carrington, are shown alongside modern
and contemporary artists including Louise Bourgeois & Tracey Emin, Claude
Cahun, Mona Hatoum, Linder, Laurie Simmons, Gillian Wearing, Hannah
Wilke and many more.

STILL SHOWING
TILL FRI02JUN
DIY CULTURES @ RICH MIX
DIY Knowledge is an exhibition exploring self-education, information and news beneath the mainstream, imparting knowledge from
margins. DIY Knowledge is a multimedia group exhibition with commissions that explore DIY Cultures ongoing concerns with selfeducation, information and news beneath the mainstream, imparting knowledge from margins. The exhibition will feature media,
infographics, digital art and temporary exhibition displays.
TILL SUN04JUN
BLOCK UNIVERSE FESTIVAL
In the context of post-Brexit Britain, this year’s festival theme will explore ideas surrounding political bodies, both personal and
public, addressing identity politics and notions of nationhood set against a changing socio-political landscape. Looking at networked
communities and the power of collective voices, Block Universe will champion work that questions the status quo in divisive times.
TILL SUN04JUN
DEUTSCHE BÖRSE PHOTOGRAPHY FOUNDATION PRIZE 2017 @ THE PHOTOGRAPHER’S GALLERY
The artists shortlisted for the Deutsche Börse Photography Foundation Prize 2017 are Sophie Calle, Dana Lixenberg, Awoiska van
der Molen, and Taiyo Onorato and Nico Krebs. The winner will be announced at a special award ceremony during the exhibition.
TILL SAT10JUN
EVELYN TAOCHENG WANG @ CARLOS/ISHIKAWA
Evelyn Taocheng Wang expatriated China for Europe in pursuit of an international art education and is presently based in
Amsterdam. Wang financed her studies working in Chinese massage parlors, servicing a segment of the wellness industry where
physical and racial expectations produce the “experience.”
TILL SUN11JUN
56 ARTILLERY LANE @ RAVEN ROW
Historic and contemporary positions on care, kinship, cruelty and love in domestic contexts.
TILL SUN11JUN
ALICIA RAYS MCNAMARA: NOWHERE ELSE @ SOUTH LONDON GALLERY
Following six months as the South London Gallery’s Graduate-in-Residence in the Outset Artists’ Flat, Alicia Reyes McNamara
presents her first solo show in a public institution. Reyes McNamara’s work aims to challenge incomplete identities constructed by
two-dimensional ideas of Latino culture. Her work translates the Mexican American or Chicana identity through her explorations of
language as a territory and space to challenge ideas of authenticity within a diaspora.
TILL SUN11JUN
NTU: UBULAWU @ AUTO ITALIA
NTU: UBULAWU is the first UK solo exhibition by South African-based collective NTU. Drawing on the collective’s ongoing research
project NTUSAVE, this programme continues their engagement with Ubulawu – a sacred collection of plants used in traditional
Southern African spiritual practice – and their phytochemical properties.
TILL SUN11JUN
WOLFGANG TILLMANS @ TATE MODERN
What are we to make of the world in which we find ourselves today? Contemporary artist Wolfgang Tillmans offers plenty of food for
thought. This is Wolfgang Tillmans’s first ever exhibition at Tate Modern and brings together works in an exciting variety of media –
photographs, of course, but also video, digital slide projections, publications, curatorial projects and recorded music – all staged by
the artist in characteristically innovative style.
TILL SUN18JUN
KATE COOPER @ VITRINE
A solo exhibition of London and Amsterdam-based artist Kate Cooper whose work reflects critically on the rapid development of
digital media, performativity of gender, and representations of femininity.
TILL SUN18JUN
RCKAY RAX: TERA BITES! @ RESIDENCE GALLERY
The Residence Gallery is proud to present “TERA BITES!” the 2nd solo exhibition of London-based artist Rckay Rax. In this show
Rckay addresses the human’s place in an increasingly tech orientated and dependent world.
TILL SUN18JUN
GETA BRĂTESCU: THE STUDIO: A TIRELESS, ONGOING SPACE @ CAMDEN ARTS CENTRE
Concerned with identity and dematerialisation, Brătescu conjures questions of ethics and femininity through her longstanding
curiosity in mythical and literary figures, including Aesop, Faust, Beckett and Medea. These concepts have underlain much of her
work through experiments in material rearrangements, charting the movement of her hands, the disappearance or concealment of
her own image, and performing to the camera through her photographic series and films.
TILL SUN18JUN
REFUGEES: THE LIVES OF OTHERS @ BEN URI
Two exhibitions of works by German refugee artists.
Selected works by Eva Frankfurther (1930-1959) – Upper Gallery – Until 18 June 2017
German refugee artists to the UK since 1900 – Lower Galleries – Until 4 June 2017
TILL SAT24JUN
JOYCE PENSATO: FORGETABOUTIT @ LISSON GALLERY
Joyce Pensato paints exuberant, explosive large-scale likenesses of cartoon characters and comic-book heroes. Her seemingly
frenzied technique – actually involving the deliberate accretion of successive layers of bold linear gestures, rapid spattering and
frequent erasures – results in alternately humorous and sinister imagery.
TILL SAT24JUN
THE HIGH LOW SHOW @ LAURE GENILLARD
The High Low Show, curated by Paul Carey-Kent, will be a site-responsive adventure in contrasts and connections. Each of seven
artists will have one work upstairs and one downstairs in Laure Genillard’s distinctively divided space. Each artist’s works will
operate between registers of high and low, eg altitude, viewpoint, mood, form or cultural register
TILL SAT24JUN
GRASS, PEONY, BUM: MAISIE COUSINS EXHIBITION @ TJ BOULTING
TJ Boulting is delighted to present the first solo show of photographic artist Maisie Cousins. Her approach to making images is
hedonistic and performative as she explores topics such as sensuality, indulgence and body image. Maisie’s work comes from
a desire to see femininity and sexuality in a positive and open way. Inspired by the fluidity of sex and gender, her work actively
responds to destructive images aiming to address the damaging misogynistic ideals of beauty.
TILL FRI30JUN
TIBOR HAJAS: ACTION WORKS @ AUSTIN/DESMOND FINE ART
Film maker, performance artist and poet, Tibor Hajas produced the majority of his work in the 1970s during Hungary’s ‘closed’ years
under the Soviet authoritarian regime. Inspired by the Fluxus movement, Hajas started to make street actions and conceptual
works. In 1978 he began to undertake ritualistic performances, using his body as the medium.
TILL SAT01JUL
LABELLED @ THE FOUNDLING MUSEUM
This installation was made in response to the Foundling Hospital school uniforms and young people’s experiences of being labelled
as a ‘child in care’ at school.
Created by care leavers from Westminster and Ealing with artist Emma Middleton, shirt labels record sentences that teachers and
parents said to them during their school life. You can see the results of this project in our Introductory Gallery.
TILL SAT01JUL
MAHTAB HUSSAIN: YOU GET ME? @ RIVINGTON PLACE
Mahtab Hussain’s photographs explore the critical question of identity among young working-class British Asian men. You Get Me?
addresses the contested political terrain of race and representation, respect and cultural difference.
TILL SUN09JUL
GRAPHIC WITNESS @ DRAWING ROOM
Graphic Witness demonstrates the power of drawing to challenge and question, its capacity to record and reflect protest, and to
produce images that bear witness to social injustice and even the horrors of war. The drawings move beyond documentation of
man’s inhumanity to man, and become active agents in understanding how political ideals are corrupted, and a reminder not to
stand by, but to act.
TILL SUN09JUL
YOU ARE LOOKING AT SOMETHING THAT NEVER OCCURRED @ ZABLUDOWICZ
You Are Looking at Something That Never Occurred brings together artists who use photography as a tool with which to question
the boundaries between past and present, the factual and the fictional. Drawing from the Zabludowicz Collection, works produced
over a 40 year period by 14 artists explore photography’s ability to suggest moments that are far from certain.
TILL SUN16JUL
SHE WHO SEES THE UNKNOWN: YAJOOJ MAJOOJ @ THE PHOTOGRAPHERS GALLERY
Researching dark goddesses, monstrous and Jinn female figures of Middle-Eastern origin, Allahyari’s work for the Media Wall
considers the effects of digital colonialism and refiguring as a feminist practice, while devising a narrative through magic and poeticspeculative storytelling, re-appropriation of traditional mythologies, collaging, meshing, scanning, and archiving.
TILL SAT29JUL
ALICE NEEL: UPTOWN @ VICTORIA MIRO
Curated by the celebrated US critic and author Hilton Als, Alice Neel, Uptown focuses on paintings and drawings made by the artist
during the five decades in which she lived and worked in upper Manhattan, first in Spanish (East) Harlem, where she moved in
1938, and, later, the Upper West Side, where she lived from 1962 until her death in 1984.
TILL SAT29JUL
IDA APPLEBROOG @ HAUSER & WIRTH
Applebroog’s subject is a sustained enquiry into the polemics of human relations. She appropriates mainstream media in
innovative ways and transforms her canvases into structural elements, effectively questioning the viewer’s active involvement in her
works.
TILL SAT29JUL
LEE LOZANO @ HAUSER & WIRTH
Since her death in 1999 Lozano’s career has been subject to an intensive re-evaluation. She left behind a body of work striking
formal breadth and complexity, embracing figurative painting in creamy impasto, obscenely comic drawings, minimal abstraction
and Dialogue and Language pieces.
TILL SAT29JUL
PHILIP GUSTON LAUGHTER IN THE DARK, DRAWINGS FROM 1971 & 1975 @ HAUSER AND WIRTH
The upheavals of 1960s made Guston increasingly uncomfortable with abstract painting, and his work eventually developed into
the highly original cartoon-styled realism for which he is now best known. This took him back to his early years - to the style of the
comics he loved as a boy, and to the imagery of hooded Klansmen that he first explored in the 1930s.
TILL SAT23SEP
MARC QUINN: DRAWN FROM LIFE @ SIR JOHN SOANE’S MUSEUM
Marc Quinn: Drawn from Life will see a series of ethereal fragmentary sculptures, made in collaboration with his partner, a dancer,
placed among the multiple antique casts and sculptures that fill the Museum. These new works, created from life casts and
fabricated in fibreglass, connect the classical language of the fragment to the present, revealing its resonance with contemporary
life.
TILL SUN01OCT
QUEER BRITISH ART 1861–1967 @ TATE BRITAIN
Featuring works from 1861–1967 relating to lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans and queer (LGBTQ) identities, the show marks the 50th
anniversary of the partial decriminalisation of male homosexuality in England. Queer British Art explores how artists expressed
themselves in a time when established assumptions about gender and sexuality were being questioned and transformed. With
paintings, drawings, personal photographs and film from artists such as John Singer Sargent, Dora Carrington, Duncan Grant and
David Hockney the diversity of queer British art is celebrated as never before.

OPEN CALLS
CALL FOR ARTISTS
WERK IN PROGRESS @ THE GLORY (TUE11JUN – TUE01AUG)
Jonny Woo opens up the doors of The Glory to all performers with new work in development. This is a programmed ‘open mic’ evening
of all performance styles for queer artists. Whether its lip-sync, spoken word, live music, live-art or stand-up, all are welcome. To
register your interest email a brief description of your work and how long your performance will be to: jonny@theglory.co
DEADLINE MON19JUN
SUBMISSIONS FOR FRINGE! QUEER FILM & ARTS FEST 2017
We welcome shorts, features, fiction & docs created by, for, about, or of interest to gay, lesbian, bisexual, queer, trans* or intersex
people.
DEADLINE FRI30JUN
CALL FOR PAPERS: SUTTON HOUSE QUEERED, ‘NEVER GONNA DANCE AGAIN’: MEMORIALS TO LOST, LEGENDARY
NIGHTS OUT ON WED20SEP
Sutton House is hosting symposium discussing the vanishing LGBTQ community spaces, nightclubs and bars around London, inspired
by the Save Sutton House Campaign. We’re inviting proposals for papers from activists, academics and LGBTQ community members.
DEADLINE MON03JUL
OPEN CALL FOR A CREATIVE LIVE ARTWALK HOSTED BY LIVIA RITA/ REWILD @ UGLY DUCK, LONDON
For artists, fashion designers, costume makers, sculptors and all other creatives to design ONE OR MORE outfits, costumes or
wearable paintings/ sculptures for a LIVE ARTWALK to take place in London on 1st, 2nd and 3rd September. Livia Rita’s performance
of REWILD will take over the Ugly Duck warehouse space for a weekend and we want to collaborate! Not your average catwalk, this
is an open call for creatives of all type to design a piece in relation to REWILD’s single: you can take the lyrics, concept or sound as
inspiration. Be CREATIVE, BOLD and EXPERIMENTAL in your designs. This is your opportunity to create something outside of the strict
confines of conventional costume or fashion design. BE WILD!
Selected participants will receive a minimum of £80 to make the costume and present in at the ARTWALK after REWILD’s live
performance. There will be a makeup and hair artist to assist you in completing the looks on the day as well as professional
photography and filming of the outfits and the event.
To apply please send a SHORT PROPOSAL, including VISUALS (illustration, sketch, photos etc.) of your intended design ideas and
examples of previous work. Specify if you would want someone specific to wear and display it on the night, or whether you want one of
our models to wear your creation.
if you want more information and to receive the lyrics/ concept/ sound inspiration please email: anjali.prasharsavoie@hotmail.fr
DEADLINE FRI07JUL
SCRATCH IT! ON ‘WOMEN, HEALTH AND WELL-BEING’ @ RICH MIX
This is a call-out is addressed to emerging artists aged 18-29 working with theatre or live art, and who are seeking feedback on a
work related to ‘Women, Health and Well-Being’. A Scratch is about sharing a piece of work with the public at an early stage of its
development. It aims to provide participants with a chance to test out new ideas with the guarantee of constructive feedback.

